
2V2 TEAM VARIANT

Teams alternate taking turns until there is a winner. Some actions and phases play 
differently in a team game. Most of these changes are in the Action Phase and 
describe in that section. During a team’s turn both players complete three phases 
in the order shown below at the same time:

1. Action Phase: Both players play cards, form hordes, activate relics, utilize 
overlord abilities, buy cards, and deal damage to the opposing overlords. Each 
member of a team performs their turn individually within their play area but may 
consult each other regarding buying cards and the actions they choose to take. 
Teammates cannot share resources but are allowed to take a Trade Action once 
per turn.

A team wins the game by reducing a single opposing Overlord’s Health to zero, it is 
not necessary to reduce both opposing Overlords to zero Health.

SETUP

GAME TURN

WINNING THE GAME

1. Remove all game components from the box (cards, tokens, overlords, Health 
markers).

2. Determine teams by whatever method the players agree upon.

3. Determine the First Team: Do this by any random method of your choosing. The 
First Team chooses first for all choices during this setup.

 
4. Each player selects or is assigned a faction (Undead, Beast, Mortal or Spirit) 

and then chooses an overlord to play from those within that faction.
 
5. Once all players select their overlord, the players then set their overlord up as 

if playing the 2-player game.
 
6. Lay out the play area, Market, Street, and acolytes(Use an additional acolyte 

of each faction for a total of 12) as if setting up a standard game. The one 
exception is that only 4 cards are turned faceup in the Street at this time.

7. Draw Hands: Both teams draw their starting hands. Both players on the First 
Team draw 4 cards, and the other 2 players both draw 5 cards. This is the only 
time any players draw less than 5 cards during a game of Terrors of London.

Attack Action: Attack Actions are handled differently in team play as well. 
The player performing an Attack Action assigns (P) to the opposing team who 
then divide it up as they wish between their overlords. If either overlord on the 
receiving end of an Attack Action has (A), it only reduces damage assigned to 
that overlord.

Buy Action: Buy Actions follow the same rules as the standard game with one 
exception; a player buying a card can place it in their discard pile or that of their 
teammate. Players still place card with the keyword CLAIM on top of their deck 
only, and not their teammates.

Horde Action: Forming and expanding hordes follows the same rules as in 
the standard game. Due to the fact that teammates maintain separate play 
areas, there is no opportunity to form or expand hordes together.

Overlord Action: The activation of an overlord’s ability follows the same rules 
as in the standard game. Due to the fact that each player controls their own 
overlord and chooses when and how to use its ability.

Pass Action: After both players on a team take the Pass Action their turn is 
now over.

Relic Action: The activation and use of relic abilities follow the same rules as 
in the standard game. Due to the fact that each player maintains separate play 
areas, there is no opportunity to utilize each other’s relics.

Trade Action: Once per turn, teammates can take a Trade Action. When 
teammates agree to take a Trade Action, they both choose one of their 
monsters or relics in hand and give it to their teammate. Players cannot trade 
cards that are tied to their overlord such as underlings or Influence cards. The 
traded cards are available to be played during the current Action Phase.

2. Clean-Up Phase: Clean up the cards played during the Action Phase. 
Resolve the Clean-Up Phase the same as in the standard game, with each 
player on a team managing their own play area.

3. Draw Phase: Draw a new hand and end the turn. Resolve the Draw Phase 
the same as in the standard game. Following the very first turn of the game, 
all players draw back up to 5 cards unless otherwise instructed by an ability.

All other rules for a Team Game of Terrors of London are the same as 
the standard game.
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